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a b s t r a c t

Pulsed 19F ENDOR spectroscopy provides a selective method for measuring angstrom to nanometer dis-
tances in structural biology. Here, the performance of 19F ENDOR at fields of 3.4 T and 9.4 T is compared
using model compounds containing one to three 19F atoms. CF3 groups are included in two compounds,
for which the possible occurrence of uniaxial rotation might affect the distance distribution. At 9.4 T, pro-
nounced asymmetric features are observed in many of the presented 19F ENDOR spectra. Data analysis by
spectral simulations shows that these features arise from the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) of the 19F
nuclei. This asymmetry is also observed at 3.4 T, albeit to a much smaller extent, confirming the physical
origin of the effect. The CSA parameters are well consistent with DFT predicted values and can be
extracted from simulation of the experimental data in favourable cases, thereby providing additional
information about the geometrical and electronic structure of the spin system. The feasibility of resolving
the CSA at 9.4 T provides important information for the interpretation of line broadening in ENDOR spec-
tra also at lower fields, which is relevant for developing methods to extract distance distributions from
19F ENDOR spectra.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under theCCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Fluorine has found many applications in medicinal and bio-
physical chemistry [1], one prominent example being the use of
19F nuclei as nuclear spin labels for magnetic resonance tech-
niques. For this purpose, 19F nuclei are attractive owing to their
natural scarcity in biology, which enables high selectivity in spec-
troscopic experiments [2–6]. Furthermore, 19F labels can often be
introduced in proteins without disturbing protein folding or ther-
modynamic properties [7–10]. Besides, 19F nuclei have excellent
properties for magnetic resonance spectroscopy such as a nuclear
spin I = ½, 100% natural abundance, and a high gyromagnetic ratio
amounting to 94% of the 1H value. The latter enables long-range
distance measurements up to 2 nm by NMR, as demonstrated in
previous studies using 1H–19F or 19F–19F couplings in
19F-labelled compounds [11–13]. Also a combination of 19F and
paramagnetic nitroxide or lanthanide spin labels has been used
to measure distances via paramagnetic relaxation enhancements
or pseudocontact shifts, respectively [14,15]. Finally, 19F nuclei
exhibit a large range of chemical shifts >300 ppm [16] (compared
to 15 ppm for 1H [17]) which are sensitive to their local environ-
ment [18]. This property has been exploited in ligand binding stud-
ies or to monitor conformational changes in biomolecules [19–21].

Pulsed electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) spec-
troscopy is a related technique to detect nuclear spin transitions.
It is based on electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and relies
on the presence of unpaired electron spins. In pulsed ENDOR, the
hyperfine coupling (HFC) between a nuclear and an electron spin
is probed by monitoring the effect of nuclear spin transitions on
the intensity of the electron spin echo [22]. Compared to NMR
spectroscopy, ENDOR benefits from the magnetic moment of elec-
tron spins largely exceeding that of nuclear spins, resulting in
enhanced sensitivity. Furthermore, the applicability of ENDOR in
structural biology is not limited by the size of the biomolecules.
The combination of 19F nuclear and electron spins for ENDOR-
based distance measurements in biomolecules was pioneered early
on by Makinen and co-workers [23,24]. However, strong overlap of
1H and 19F resonances occurs at the low magnetic fields of 0.35 T
employed in these studies. This drawback was addressed recently
in our laboratory by the application of higher magnetic fields of
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3.4 T, corresponding to an electron spin resonance frequency of
94 GHz (W band). At such fields, the proton and fluorine Larmor
frequencies are separated by 8.5 MHz, which prevents overlap of
1H and 19F resonances in most 19F – nitroxide spin systems. Using
the Mims ENDOR sequence [25], it was possible to measure dis-
tances up to 15 Å, corresponding to an HFC constant of J 20 kHz
[26]. Such a small coupling is close to the estimated frequency res-
olution limit of about 20 kHz imposed by the ENDOR line width
[26]. Spin systems with larger 1H HFCs than nitroxides will still
lead to overlapping resonances though. Prominent examples for
such systems would be the internal 1H couplings of tyrosyl radi-
cals, for instance in ribonucleotide reductase [27–29] or photosys-
tem II [30–33]. Field strengths of 9.4 T are comparable to typical
field strengths in NMR and further increase the separation between
the 19F and 1H Larmor frequencies to 24.5 MHz, thereby better pre-
venting overlap of resonances.

Besides this, increasing the polarizing magnetic field leads to
further effects on the nuclear hyperfine spectra as demonstrated
by us in recent studies. A resolution improvement in 1H ENDOR
spectroscopy at 9.4 T/263 GHz compared to 3.4 T/94 GHz was
achieved and attributed to enhanced orientation selectivity at
higher fields, which permitted recognizing conformational distri-
butions [34–36]. In another study we reported 94 and 263 GHz
ENDOR spectra of 17O (I = 5/2) quadrupolar nuclei from water
bound to radical intermediates in proteins, which showed narrow-
ing of the central mI ¼ �1/2 nuclear spin transitions with increas-
ing field strengths [37]. Here, we report another effect at this high
magnetic field, i.e. the resolution of the chemical shift anisotropy
(CSA). The CSA originates from the variations in the local magnetic
field due to the distribution of electrons in the molecule [38]. For
19F nuclei attached to phenyl rings, large anisotropy parameters
D of up to 75 ppm have been reported previously, with principal
values of the CSA tensors spanning ranges up to ca. 130 ppm
[18]. This would lead to line shifts up to ca. 45 kHz at 9.4 T, which
become visible in ENDOR spectra. With that in mind, the common
practice of neglecting CSA when analysing ENDOR data requires
reconsideration.

In this study, 19F ENDOR spectroscopy at 263 GHz is explored
using five model compounds (1 – 5), for which 263 GHz and
94 GHz Mims ENDOR spectra are presented and compared. We
show that 19F ENDOR spectra at 263 GHz become significantly
asymmetric. Spectral analysis including the CSA in the spin Hamil-
tonian is performed using a numerical simulation routine. Analysis
of the CSA provides information about the orientation of the fluo-
rinated moieties in a given compound. The selection of compounds
enables improved understanding of the resolution limits of ENDOR
based distance measurements at both 9.4 and 3.4 T.
2. Results and discussion

2.1. Preparation and properties of the model compounds

All model compounds relevant for this study are illustrated in
Fig. 1. Each compound was synthesized via Steglich esterification
in a single step [26]. Compounds 2 – 5 extend the library of 19F –
nitroxide model compounds established in our previous study,
where all model compounds were monosubstituted and, despite
assuming several conformations, only a single distance was
observed in each case. The electron spin echo (ESE) spectra for all
compounds are in accordance with previously published data,
and for 1 the spectra at both 263 and 94 GHz are shown in Fig. 2
A and B (further details on experiments and simulations of the
ESE spectra are given in Figures S1 - S4 of the Supporting Informa-
tion (SI)). Crystallographic data for all new compounds is presented
in the SI. The spectral data, however, is analysed with the support
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of DFT optimized structures (xyz-coordinates are given in the SI),
which better represent the solution state structure of the com-
pounds [26]. Furthermore, DFT calculations reveal negligible iso-
tropic contributions to the HFC tensor for all compounds
(typically � 5 kHz). Compound 1 bears a single 19F atom attached
to a rigid phenyl ring in 6.7 Å distance to the centre of the electron
spin density. Two conformations a and b with different popula-
tions are expected for 1 (Fig. 1B and D), but only a single Pake pat-
tern was resolved in our previous study at 94 GHz [26]. To avoid
overparameterization, only the predominant conformation 1a will
be considered in this work. The new compounds 2 and 3 bear two
19F nuclei. In 2, the two expected inter-spin distances amount to
6.7 Å and 9.4 Å, similar to the distances in 1 and 6. In 3, the
expected difference between the two inter-spin distances is much
smaller, and 3 should approximate a superposition of the two con-
formations 1a and 1b. Finally, compounds 4 and 5 bear trifluo-
romethyl groups. In contrast to the fully rigid CAr-F groups, these
groups possess a uniaxial rotational degree of freedom (Fig. 1C).
If the group rotates freely, a single, dipolar HFC tensor [39–41] as
well as a single, axially averaged CSA tensor would be measured
[42]. Because the resulting resonance would represent three 19F
nuclei, enhanced sensitivity would be expected, too [43]. If no rota-
tion of the group on the time scale of the ENDOR experiment
occurs, observation of three different dipolar HFC tensors along
with potentially different CSA contributions would be expected
instead. While this might be useful information for structural mod-
elling, the number of parameters might pose an additional chal-
lenge during analysis.
2.2. Implementing chemical shifts in ENDOR data analysis.

The spin Hamiltonian for a nitroxide radical coupled to a 19F
nucleus consists of two main components. The first part describes
the spin system of the nitroxide (i.e. the electron spin with S = ½
and the strongly coupled 14N nucleus with I = 1) and the second
part describes the spin system of the more distant 19F nucleus
(I = ½) coupled to the electron spin. These two parts can be written
as:

bHS ¼ bHS;EPR þ bHS;19F ENDOR ð1Þ
In the following we will use the notation I1 for the 14N and I2 for

the 19F nuclear subspaces, respectively. bHS;EPR accounts for the elec-
tron Zeeman term as well as the nuclear Zeeman, hyperfine and
quadrupole coupling terms of 14N:

bHS;EPR ¼ bHEZ þ bHNZ
14N
� �þ bHHFC

14N
� �þ bHNQC

14N
� �
¼ lBB0gbS � lNgn;1B0
bI1 þ hbSA1

bI1 þ hbI1P1
bI1 ð2Þ

where lB and lN are the Bohr and nuclear magnetons, g is the
electronic g tensor and gn;1 the 14N isotropic nuclear g value, B0 is

the magnetic field vector, bS and bI1 are the electronic and 14N
nuclear spin vector operators, and A1 and P1 are the 14N hyperfine
and the quadrupole coupling tensors, respectively [44–46]. The

Hamiltonian part bHS;EPR can be treated separately from the second

part bHS;19F ENDOR by assuming the high field approximation for the
electron spin (EEZ � EHFC,1 and small g anisotropy, i.e. gmax/gmin �
1) as well as EHFC,1 � ENQC,1 [47]. The HFC part of bHS;EPR is not diag-
onal, as it includes the large anisotropic HFC interaction of the 14N
nucleus, which exceeds the 14N Larmor frequency of � 29 MHz at

an external field of 9.4 T. Nevertheless, the bI1 subspace can be diag-
onalized up to pseudo-first order (i.e. neglecting terms of the form



Fig. 1. (A) Model compounds investigated in this study. Compounds 1 and 6 have been presented before [26], compound 6 is only included for discussion. (B) Illustration of
the conformational flexibility of the phenyl ring of compound 1. The positions of the 19F atoms in 3 resemble those of the two conformations of 1. (C) Schematic illustration of
two limiting cases for the dynamics of the CF3 group, the grey sphere represents the center of gravity of the nitroxide’s spin density. (D) Schematic illustration of expected 19F
– nitroxide distances for the situations depicted in (B) and (C).
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SxIy;1 and SyIx;1) independently from the bI2 subspace [45,47].

Instead, the bI2 subspace bHS;19F ENDOR can be considered in the
high-field approximation (ENZ,2 � EHFC,2) and expressed as:

bHS;19F ENDOR ¼ bHNZ
19F
� �þ bHr

19F
� �þ bHHFC

19F
� �

� �lNgn;2 1� rzzð ÞB0
bIz;2 þ hAzz;2

bSz
bIz;2 ð3Þ

where rzz is the relevant element of the shielding tensor in the

laboratory frame [38], bSz is the z component of bS , and all other ele-
ments have been explained for Equation (2). We note that the high
field approximation does not generally hold for 19F, as very large
(>100 MHz) 19F HFCs were reported also for organic radicals [48].
However, it does for the small HFC values ([ 1 MHz) encountered
in the context of distance measurements. Then, the two allowed
19F ENDOR transition energies (DmI;2 ¼ �1Þ can be written as [45]:

DEENDOR ¼ �lNgn;2B0 1� rzzð Þ � 1
2
hAzz;2

����
���� ð4Þ
3

Instead of the shielding r, we introduce the chemical shift d - as
defined by IUPAC - for comparison with values from NMR using a
reference compound with isotropic shielding, rref [49]:

dzz ¼ m� mrefð Þ=mref ¼ rref � rzzð Þ= 1� rrefð Þ ð5Þ
We note that in Equation (5), m ¼ �lNgnB0 1� rzzð Þ=h, and sim-

ilarly for mref with rref . By combining Equations (4) and (5), the
ENDOR resonance frequencies are reformulated as:

mENDOR ¼ mref þ mref �dzz �
1
2
A
zz;2

����
���� ð6Þ

mref is taken here as the NMR resonance frequency of CFCl3, in
accordance with the practice in liquid state NMR spectroscopy.
The reference frequency mref CFCl3ð Þ is related to the 1H resonance
frequency of tetramethylsilane (m1H TMSð Þ) by the factor N [50,51]:

N ¼ mref CFCl3ð Þ
m1H TMSð Þ ¼ gn

19F
� �

gn
1Hð Þ �

1� riso CFCl3ð Þð Þ
1� riso TMSð Þð Þ ¼ 0:94094011 ð7Þ



Fig. 2. Electron spin echo (ESE) detected spectra of 1 at 263 GHz (A) and 94 GHz (B, data adapted from Ref. [26]) with indication of the excitation for the ENDOR experiments;
ENDOR spectra (black) and simulations (red) with parameters listed in Table 1 of compound 1 at 263 GHz (C) and 94 GHz (D, data adapted from Ref. [26] referenced towards
the resonance frequency of CFCl3 (see text and Materials an methods) with lines marking the splitting of T?(red) and Tk (blue)). All spectra were measured at T = 50 K. (E)
Orientation of the simulated g principal axis frame, the parallel HFC constant (TII) and the chemical shift tensor for 1 in the DFT optimized structure.
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We note, that N ¼ 0:94094011in Equation (7) was reported as
an experimental observable and its use is recommended by IUPAC
[50–52]. Employing this value allows direct comparison of ENDOR
derived d values with NMR data. Furthermore and as detailed in
Materials and methods, the factor N is relevant for our experi-
ments, as each orientation-selected ENDOR spectrum is measured
at a different external magnetic field value, leading to a variation in
the 19F reference frequency (see Figure S6). A verification of this
factor N is provided in Materials and methods (§ Data processing
and 19F frequency referencing).

For the 19F HFC tensor A2, the dipolar approximation is used,
meaning that the tensor is characterized by a single HFC constant
T and two Euler angles aHFC and bHFC, whereas cHFC is set to zero
[26]. Equation (8) gives A2 in its principal axis system:

A2 ¼ T ¼
Tk

T?
T?

0
B@

1
CA ¼

2T
�T

�T

0
B@

1
CA ð8Þ

where the subscript ‘2‘ for 19F is omitted from here on for sim-
plicity. The dipolar HFC constant T depends on the inverse cube of
the distance R between the electron and the nuclear spin (Equation
(9)):

T ¼ l0

4ph
gegn

19F
� �

lBlN

R3

� �
¼ C

R3 ð9Þ

For a 19F – nitroxide pair (gn(19F) = 5.257736, ge,av � 2.005), the
constant C amounts to 74.52 MHz. As detailed in our previous pub-
lication, the use of the dipolar approximation is justified in the case
of model compounds like 1 – 5 [26]. We point out that our simula-
tion routine also allows for rhombic hyperfine coupling tensors as
well as for inclusion of isotropic coupling constants aiso. More
details of the simulation procedure are described in Materials
and methods.

Analysis of experimental ENDOR data. Orientation selective
19F ENDOR spectra of compound 1 at 9.4 T/263 GHz are shown in
Fig. 2C and compared to spectra at 3.4 T/94 GHz in Fig. 2D [26].
The field positions for excitation are marked in the ESE spectra in
Fig. 2A and B. Characteristic peaks originating from the perpendic-
ular components of the dipolar Pake pattern are observed in the
orientation selective data at both 263 GHz and 94 GHz, which
4

enables reading-out the dipolar HFC constant T as indicated in
Fig. 2C and an estimation of the inter-spin distance R using Equa-
tion (9) [26]. At 263 GHz, a pronounced asymmetry in the ENDOR
spectrum is noted (Fig. 2C), which is much less pronounced at
94 GHz (Fig. 2D). This asymmetry is most pronounced at the field
position B0kgy, where the perpendicular component of the dipolar
HFC tensor is visible as sharp peaks (red dashes), while the parallel
component is visible as two shoulders (blue dashes) with a much
smaller extension at the low frequency side than at the high fre-
quency side. The two resolved HFC features originate from differ-
ent molecular orientations of 1 with respect to B0, which implies
that their chemical shifts will be different, too. At B0kgx mainly
the parallel component of the HFC tensor is visible and at B0kgyz
and B0kgz the perpendicular component dominates (see Fig. 2C,
D). As a consequence, the influence of the CSA is not resolved as
clearly as at B0kgy and the spectra resemble those obtained at
94 GHz. However, the referencing of the ENDOR frequencies to
the resonance frequency of CFCl3 (Equations (5) – (7)) reveals that
the HFC components are centred differently at each observer posi-
tion (Fig. 2C). From the experimental data, differences of up to 40 –
50 kHz (�110 – 135 ppm) in the central frequencies can be esti-
mated in the data shown in Fig. 2C, in good agreement with previ-
ously reported CSA values [18]. This effect also occurs at 3.4 T, but
is reduced by about 65% as the magnetic field is lower by the same
factor (Fig. 2D).

Simulations including the CSA as defined in Equations (5) – (7)
are shown as red lines in Fig. 2. Table 1 summarizes all EPR param-
eters used in the simulations and also includes previous experi-
mental data of relevant compounds. The pronounced asymmetry
in the ENDOR spectrum at B0kgy at 263 GHz is well reproduced
by implementing the CSA tensor in the simulations and, consis-
tently, appears only to a significantly smaller degree in the simula-
tions at 94 GHz.

The orientations of the CSA and g tensors are illustrated in the
DFT derived structure of 1 (Fig. 2E) by vectors representing their
principal values as well as the parallel component of the HFC ten-
sor (Tk). The direction of the Tk vector matches approximately the
direction towards the electron spin density, the vector of dy is
aligned with the C-F bond, the dz vector is aligned perpendicular
to the aromatic plane. Owed to the rigidity of the fluorophenyl
group, obtaining the orientation of the CSA tensor implies that



Table 1
Simulation parameters for the 19F ENDOR spectra and comparison with previous ENDOR and NMR data. All simulation parameters agree with our DFT predictions within margins
of � 20 kHz for the HFC constant T, < 10� for the Euler angles, and < 3 ppm for the CSA principal values. The level of uncertainty for T depends on the resolution of the ENDOR
spectra, i.e. 3 kHz for 1 – 4, 1 kHz for 5. An uncertainty for the CSA principal values d of approximately 20 – 30 ppm arises from the experimental determination of the 1H
resonance. The simulated orientation selected spectra react sensitively on changes in the Euler angles aHFC, bHFC

, aCSA, bCSA, and cCSA when all other simulation parameters are left
unchanged, hence small uncertainties of ± 5� are estimated. We note explicitly that the actual errors might be larger, as analyzing the error of a multiparametric model requires
evaluation of covariances between all simulation parameters. Values for T and the line width (lw) are given in kHz, values for Euler angles a, b, and c are given in degree (�), CSA
tensor values di are given in ppm, values for R in Å.

T aHFC bHFC dx dy dz diso aCSA bCSA cCSA lw Ra

Compound 1
Sim. 260 �158 �19 �54 �119 �230 �134 65 115 120 20 6.6(±0.1)
ENDOR Ref [26] 260 �162 �19 / / / / / / / 26 6.6
NMR 3-F-Tyrb Ref [18,54] / / / �79 �116 �211 �135 / / / / /

Compound 2
Sim. (o-F) 250 �160 �15 �89 �106 �282 �159 130 80 �80 20 6.7(±0.1)
Sim. (m-F) 90 �168 �16 �70 �118 �245 �144 �127 80 �60 20 9.4(±0.2)
ENDOR (m-F, 6 in Fig. 1) Ref [26] 93 �156 �11 / / / / / / / 19 9.3
NMR 2-F-Tyr Ref [54] / / / �53 �97 �180 �110 / / / / /

Compound 3
Sim. (F) 225 �171 �19 �52 �116 �235 �134 �70 100 115 20 6.9(±0.1)
Sim. (F’) 250 �162 20 �47 �115 –233 �131 �115 110 123 20 6.7(±0.1)

Compound 4
Sim. (F) 130 �177 �24 �4 �93 �169 �89 �50 140 �13 25 8.3(±0.1)
Sim. (F’) 240 �168 �15 16 �57 �162 �68 �170 110 80 25 6.8(±0.1)
Sim. (F’’) 320 �177 �27 10 �61 �164 �72 �127 55 �15 25 6.2(±0.1)
NMR 4-CF3-Phec Ref [42] / / / = / / �65 / / / / /

Compound 5
Sim. 50 �4 �16 = / / �75 / / / 27 11.4(±0.2)

a Distances were calculated using the corresponding T value and Equation (9). The uncertainty estimates for the R values follows from the estimated uncertainties in the T
value. b The average of the values reported in the two cited studies is given. The individual values of the CSA tensors differ by <3 ppm in the two studies. c Uniaxial rotation led
to partial averaging in the cited study. Therefore, only diso is given.
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the orientation of the whole group, particularly the plane of the
aromatic ring, can be inferred from the spectra. So far, no MAS
NMR data for 1 or any of the other fluorinated nitroxides reported
herein and in ref. 26 have been reported, which would be most
informative for a comparison between ENDOR and NMR derived
d values. Such measurements are currently performed with collab-
orators and will be reported in a follow-up paper. Considering our
estimated uncertainty of 30 ppm, the orientation and principal val-
ues of the CSA tensors are in good agreement with experimental
data of fluorobenzenes and -phenols [18,53,54]. Compared to
experimental NMR parameters of 3-F-Tyr [18,54], which resembles
the aromatic o-fluorophenoxy moiety in 1, absolute deviations on
the order 20 – 25 ppm are obtained for dx and dz, respectively.
We note that a higher precision of the chemical shift values is
achieved by NMR because of its superior intrinsic resolution,
whereas the orientation of the CSA tensor is more readily derived
using orientation selective ENDOR spectra.

The 19F ENDOR spectra of the difluorinated compounds 2 and 3
and their simulations at 263 and 94 GHz are shown in Fig. 3, the
contributions of each F atom are highlighted separately. As
expected, the two different 19F nuclei of compound 2 are clearly
distinguishable (see Fig. 3A, B) due to the different distances
towards the paramagnetic centre. The contribution of the o-F atom
of 2 is similar to the spectra of compound 1 (Fig. 2). The resonances
belonging to the m-F nucleus are visible as shoulders inside of the
main peaks due to the smaller HFC constant. Again, the strongest
influence of the CSA of both 19F atoms of 2 on the spectrum is dis-
played at B0kgy. The contributions from parallel components of the
HFC tensor, which are only resolved for the o-F nucleus at B0kgy, are
clearly centred on a different frequency than the perpendicular
components of the same nucleus. Furthermore, the perpendicular
HFC component of them-F atom is centred on a different frequency
from that of the o-F atom, the difference amounts to � 20 kHz, i.e.
ca. 50 ppm. This reflects the influence of the CSA for the two atoms
at this position. At the same observer position at 94 GHz, the chem-
ical shift difference leads to a shift of � 7 kHz for the two 19F nuclei,
which is unresolved in the spectra (Fig. 3B). At the other positions,
5

the influence of the CSA is less apparent, in analogy to observations
made on compound 1.

Simulations using the parameters given in Table 1 reproduce
the ENDOR spectra at both MW frequencies. The simulation
parameters of the HFC of m-F are in good agreement with those
of compound 6 published before [26]. The absolute CSA values of
the m-F atom used in the simulations are larger than those
reported previously for 2-F-Tyr derived by NMR [54], and also
the values for the o-F atom in 2 exceed the values used in the case
of compound 1. This is most noteworthy for dz, where absolute
deviations of 50 – 60 ppm between our ENDOR derived and previ-
ously reported NMR values are observed for the two F atoms
[18,54]. Here, we notice that the values used for simulation are
taken from DFT calculations, indicating that the larger values have
a physical origin and are not caused by experimental uncertainty.
In fact, an increase of dz compared to fluorobenzene [53] has been
reported for the 19F atoms in 1,2-difluorobenzene, which has a vic-
inal difluoro-substitution pattern like 2. This provides further sup-
port for the accuracy of our experimental d values and our
interpretation of the rather large chemical shift values.

In case of the second difluorinated compound 3, the contribu-
tions of the two 19F nuclei are not resolved as individual peaks in
the experimental data (Fig. 3C, D) at either 263 or 94 GHz
(Fig. 3C, D). The CSA affects the spectra in a similar fashion as
observed in 1 and 2. Again, good agreement between simulation
and experiment was obtained. Comparing the spectra and simula-
tion parameters of 3 to those of 1 reveals that the apparent split-
ting and also the used coupling constants are significantly
smaller for the difluorinated model compound 3 (on average by
22 kHz, Table 1). The smaller dipolar coupling constants place
the two 19F atoms in 3 at an average distance of 6.8 Å (calculated
using Equation (9)) from the electron spin (Table 1), which exceeds
the values obtained for 1 and 2 by 0.1 – 0.2 Å. The different split-
ting is caused by the presence of the second 19F atom in 3, which
corresponds to the minor contribution of conformation 1b pro-
posed in our previous study (Fig. 1B, D) [26]. The coupling con-
stants for the two 19F atoms in 3 differ by only 25 kHz, meaning



Fig. 3. 19F ENDOR spectra of compounds 2 and 3 at 263 GHz (A, C) and 94 GHz (B, D), all spectra measured at T = 50 K. Experimental data are given in black, simulations in red.
The individual contributions of the two F atoms in 2 and 3 are given in yellow and pink. Substitution schemes are given in the insets and all simulation parameters are listed
in Table 1.
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that the resulting HFC peaks would be separated by only � 13 kHz
(the HFC peaks appear at ± T/2 in the absence of CSA [26]), which is
below the ENDOR line width of 20 kHz. The analysis shows that 19F
ENDOR clearly allows distinguishing average distances differing by
margins of only � 0.2 Å in different samples (1 vs 3), but resolving
two distances in one sample is only possible if the separation of
peaks in a spectrum exceeds the ENDOR line width. Simulating
the ENDOR spectrum with a single nucleus with unchanged line
width parameter would result in ENDOR lines that are sharper than
those observed experimentally (Figure S8). This observation high-
lights the value of accounting for the experimentally observed
ENDOR line width to recover all information about electron-19F
distances. In contrast to the hyperfine splitting, the CSA values of
the F atoms are very similar in 3 and 1. Consequently, the CSA val-
ues of 3 agree within our range of uncertainty with those reported
previously for 3-F-Tyr [18,54], too, and difluorination in 3 does not
affect dz as strongly as in the vicinally substituted difluoro com-
pound 2.

Fig. 4 shows the experimental and simulated ENDOR spectra of
the CF3 substituted compounds 4 and 5. In the spectra of 4 (Fig. 4A,
B) three different HFC contributions are resolved both at 263 and
94 GHz, indicating that the CF3 group is not rotating on the time-
scale of the ENDOR experiment (�length of the RF pulse, 50 ms)
at 50 K. According to DFT calculations, the dipolar coupling con-
stants differ by more than 60 kHz for the three 19F atoms, which
would place their ENDOR resonances at positions separated by
more than 30 kHz in the absence of CSA contributions. This sepa-
ration exceeds the ENDOR line width observed herein and in our
previous study [26], and thus resolution of the features is expected.
Concordantly, the spectra at both MW frequencies clearly resolve
features originating from different 19F nuclei.

The separation of features is of course also influenced by the
contributions of the CSA, meaning that the number of resolved
peaks might be diminished for specific combinations of HFC and
CSA parameters. At 263 GHz, clear asymmetry owed to CSA contri-
butions is observed at all three observer positions. Interestingly,
the observed asymmetry is also notable at 94 GHz: Three peaks
at the high frequency side but only two at the low frequency side
are resolved at B0kgy, and vice versa at B0kgz. Given that the differ-
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ences in HFC are barely above the resolution limit, the small influ-
ence of the CSA at 94 GHz already suffices to produce asymmetric
spectra that require consideration of CSA contributions even for a
qualitative understanding. Considering the complexity of the spec-
tra of 4, it is clear that a reliable analysis is only possible by simu-
lation. Using the parameters listed in Table 1 allows explaining the
observed asymmetry at both MW frequencies.

Spectral simulation in the case of 4 required using a DFT model,
whereas a reliable, model-free fit of all 27 parameters (six CSA and
three HFC parameters per 19F atom) is deemed impossible. How-
ever, the resolution obtained at both MW frequencies would cer-
tainly allow extracting the HFC constants for all 19F atoms even
without DFT model. Furthermore, the CSA of the two atoms with
larger HFC constants could also be analysed to some extent. In con-
trast, the CSA of the most weakly coupled 19F nucleus is not suffi-
ciently resolved to be analysed without DFT model. We note, that
DFT predicts different CSA principal values for the three atoms of
the CF3 group, which are chemically identical. Comparing the
ENDOR derived CSA values with previously published NMR data
is complicated by the fact that the CF3 group in 4 is static on the
timescale of the ENDOR experiment at 50 K. In contrast, uniaxial
rotation occurred in the NMR study by Grage et al. [42], who
reported the partially averaged CSA tensors of nine trifluoromethy-
lated compounds. The reported isotropic values of these com-
pounds span a range of �60 to �87 ppm, which agrees within
our experimental uncertainty with the diso values of the 19F atoms
in 4 reported in Table 1.

In case of p-CF3 substituted 5, only a single peak doublet is
resolved at all observer position at both MW frequencies at 50 K
(Fig. 4C, D), our standard temperature for measurements on nitrox-
ides. Consequently, the spectra could be simulated with a single
HFC tensor and an isotropic chemical shift of �75 ppm, within
uncertainty identical to the diso values of 4. We note, that diso of
the CF3 group in 4 and 5 appears to be hardly affected by its posi-
tion in the aromatic ring. This finding is in agreement with the
reported isotropic diso values of o-, m- and p-CF3-phenol, which dif-
fer by only about 2 ppm [50]. When the complete, DFT derived CSA
tensors are used, different line shapes are obtained, inconsistent
with the experimental spectra at 50 K (see Figure S9 A in the SI).



Fig. 4. 19F ENDOR spectra of compounds 4 and 5 at 263 GHz (A, C) and 94 GHz (B, D), all spectra measured at T = 50 K. Experimental data are given in black, simulations in red.
The individual contributions of the F atoms in 4 are given in yellow, pink and blue. Substitution schemes are given in the insets and all simulation parameters are listed in
Table 1.
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Even though no rotation was observed in the case of the o-CF3
group in 4, one explanation for this effect could be rapid rotation
of the p-CF3 group in 5, which would lead to partial averaging of
the CSA tensors. Since the local environments of the CF3 group in
4 and 5 are different due to the vicinity of the carboxylate group
in 4, different rotational behaviour cannot be excluded. Indeed,
DFT calculations predict strongly different rotational barriers
of � 30 and � 3 kJ/mol for 4 and 5, respectively (see Figure S9
B). Furthermore, when repeating the 9.4 T/263 GHz ENDOR exper-
iment at 10 K, asymmetric features are observed in the spectra of 5.
These features are also present in the simulations using the com-
plete, non-averaged CSA tensors predicted by DFT (Figure S10).
3. Summary and conclusions

In this work we demonstrated that the CSA visibly affects the
263 GHz 19F ENDOR spectra of compounds 1 – 5 by introducing a
pronounced asymmetry, if no dynamical averaging of the CSA
occurs. Despite this observation, the HFC dominated the line shape
of all reported ENDOR spectra. The influence of the CSA was best
observed for nuclei which also had relatively large HFC constants,
as this spreads out the observed resonances over a large frequency
range and thereby effectively increases the spectral resolution. We
observed that the CSA of the weakly coupled 19F nuclei in 2 (with T
� 90 kHz) and 4 (T � 130 kHz) was not clearly resolved because of
overlap with resonances originating from the more strongly cou-
pled nuclei. Obtaining the CSA tensor and its orientation within
the molecular frame provides further constraints for modelling in
structural biology applications. Compound 5 differs from 1 to 4,
as it was not possible to obtain detailed information about either
the CSA or the HFC tensor of individual atoms at 50 K in this exam-
ple. However, CSA visibly affects the ENDOR spectra of 5 at 10 K,
where it was possible to resolve resonances originating from indi-
vidual 19F nuclei with different effective chemical shifts. This
observation suggests that rapid, uniaxial rotation of the p-CF3
group occurs at temperatures as low as 50 K, leading to partial
averaging of the CSA. This interpretation is supported by DFT cal-
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culations, which predict a rotational barrier of only ca. 3 kJ/mol
for the p-CF3 group in 5. Notably, the HFC constants of the three
19F atoms in 5 differ by only ca. 2 kHz, which is below the resolu-
tion limit. Consequently, only the ability to resolve the CSA enabled
probing the dynamical behaviour of the CF3 group in 5 using
ENDOR spectroscopy.

The ENDOR resolution in case of stronger couplings will often
be lower than the resolution that was achieved herein and in our
previous study [26], as inhomogeneous broadening is expected to
become more impactful for strongly coupled nuclei. In the context
of ENDOR based distance measurements using 19F nuclear spin
labels in structural biology, such high resolution is achieved by
engineering weak HFC interactions and avoiding overlap with res-
onances from other nuclei, which was also demonstrated using 31P
nuclei [55]. The ENDOR line width is an important determinant for
the ability to resolve the CSA. Conversely, it is also important to
understand the effect of the CSA on the inhomogeneous line width,
which can in principle be used to derive distance distributions
from the ENDOR data, as demonstrated in a recent study [56].

Aside from its effect on the ENDOR linewidth, the influence of
the CSA is reduced and can be neglected in many cases for 19F
nuclei at 3.4 T/94 GHz, albeit the spectra of compound 4 revealed
notable asymmetries even at this field. Thus, the ability of extract-
ing CSA information appears mostly restricted to the – from the
perspective of EPR spectroscopy – ‘very-high field case’ of 9.4 T.
EPR spectroscopy at 263 GHz/9.4 T is still a niche and only a few
instruments exist worldwide with this capability. Nonetheless,
spectrometer technology is well-established and knowledge on
attainable information, as we report here, is important to further
develop and establish the method for many applications. Particu-
larly, considering recent developments in 19F NMR as well as in
DNP enhanced NMR, ENDOR in this frequency/field range might
provide unprecedented synergy to modern NMR spectroscopy.

Aside from the applied magnetic field, another major factor
determining the influence of the CSA is the type of nucleus that
is observed, with heavier nuclei generally leading to larger CSAs.
Thus, the presented results might also be relevant for applications
in inorganic chemistry and transition metal catalysis, where HFC
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analysis has been used in recent publications to provide insight
into structures and mechanisms involving species that contain
25Mg [57], 27Al [58,59], 29Si [57,60], 47/49Ti [57–59], etc.

4. Material and methods

Syntheses. Compounds 2 – 5 were synthesized and purified
analogously to compound 1 [26], with typical yields of 60 – 70 %.
Crystals for X-ray structure determination were obtained by slow
evaporation of a solvent mix of dichloromethane and hexane. The
identity of the compounds was confirmed by X-ray structure deter-
mination (CCDC numbers 2117608 - 2117611) and by ESI mass
spectrometry. The purity of the compounds was confirmed by ele-
mental analysis and HPLC (see chapter 3 of the SI).

Compound 2 ESI-MS: m/z 319.1 (100%, [C15H16F2NO3Na]+,
[M + Na]+), 297.1 (50%, [C15H17F2NO3]+), [M + H]+, 296.1 (60%, [C15-
H16F2NO3]+, [M]+), 282.1 (100%, [C14H14F2NO3]+, [M�CH2]+); Ele-
mental Analysis: Calc.: C, 60.81; H, 5.44; N 4.73. Found: C, 60.61;
H, 5.59; N, 4.89.

Compound 3 ESI-MS: m/z 297.1 (50%, [C15H17F2NO3]+, [M + H]+,
296.1 (90%, [C15H16F2NO3]+, [M]+);

Elemental Analysis: Calc.: C, 60.81; H, 5.44; N 4.73. Found: C,
61.04; H, 5.65; N, 4.77.

Compound 4 ESI-MS: m/z 329.1 (7%, [C16H18F3NO3]+, [M + H]+,
328.1 (70%, [C16H17F3NO3]+, [M]+), 314.1 (100%, [C15H15F3NO3]+,
[M�CH2]+); Elemental Analysis: Calc.: C, 58.53; H, 5.22; N 4.27.
Found: C, 58.55; H, 5.30; N, 4.28.

Compound 5 ESI-MS: m/z 329.1 (15%, [C16H18F3NO3]+, [M + H]+,
328.1 (100%, [C16H17F3NO3]+, [M]+), 314.1 (8%, [C15H15F3NO3]+,
[M�CH2]+); Elemental Analysis: Calc.: C, 58.53; H, 5.22; N 4.27.
Found: C, 58.47; H, 5.29; N, 4.27.

94 GHz EPR/ENDOR spectroscopy. The samples for EPR spec-
troscopy were prepared in Suprasil EPR tubes (Wilmad LabGlass,
0.5 mm inner diameter (ID), 0.9 mm outer diameter (OD), open
at both ends) at concentrations of c = 300 mM in a mixture of
deuterated DMSO d6 and CD3OD (v/v = 40/60). Measurements were
performed on an Elexsys E680 EPR spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin)
equipped with a commercial, cylindrical TE011-mode EPR/ENDOR
resonator (EN600-1021H, Bruker BioSpin) inserted into a helium
gas flow cryostat (Oxford Instruments). Using a 2 W MW amplifier,
typical p/2 pulse lengths of 10 – 12 ns were achieved. EPR spectra
were recorded using a two-pulse echo sequence (p=2-s-p -s-echo)
and a delay time s ¼ 240 ns. A linearization procedure imple-
mented by Bruker BioSpin was used to compensate non-linear
behaviour of the magnetic field during the sweep. For Mims
ENDOR (p=2-s-p=2-tp;RF-p=2-s-echo) measurements, the MW
power was attenuated to increase the p/2 pulse lengths to 30 –
34 ns to make the measurement conditions more similar to the
conditions used at 263 GHz. The length of the delay time s was
set to 850 ns for compounds 1 – 4. For compound 5 the delay time
s was set to 2000 ns to account for the smaller HFC in 5. RF pulses
were amplified with a 250 W RF amplifier (250A250A Amplifier
Research). RF p pulse lengths of 50 ls were used (optimized per-
forming Rabi nutation experiments). ENDOR spectra were recorded
using stochastic RF acquisition with 10 shots-per-point and a shot-
repetition-time of 4 ms. Typical acquisition times amounted
to � 6 h (B0 k gx and gy) and � 12 h (B0 k gz). To keep track of pos-
sible experimental drifts, the 19F ENDOR experiments were con-
ducted in batches, which means that the spectra were recorded
in two-dimensional data sets of size B 	 N, where B is the number
of batches and N is the number of points on the frequency axis [35].
All spectra were recorded at 50 K. Further details are tabulated in
the SI.

263 GHz EPR/ENDOR spectroscopy. The samples were pre-
pared as described for the 94 GHz samples using Vitrocom capillar-
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ies CV2033S/Q (ID 0.2 mm, OD 0.33 mm, open at both ends).
Measurements were performed on an Elexsys E780 spectrometer
(Bruker BioSpin) equipped with a cylindrical TE012-mode EPR/
ENDOR resonator (E950110, Bruker BioSpin) inserted into a helium
gas flow cryostat (Oxford Instruments). All experiments were per-
formed at 50 K. A 100 mW amplifier-multiplier-chain (Virginia
Diodes) coupled to the resonator via a corrugated waveguide
achieved p/2 pulse lengths of 32 – 40 ns.

EPR spectra were recorded using a two-pulse echo sequence
(p=2-s-p -s-echo) and a delay time s ¼ 300 ns. A linearization pro-
cedure implemented by Bruker BioSpin was used to compensate
non-linear behaviour of the magnetic field during the sweep. Mims
ENDOR spectra were recorded using the same s values for com-
pounds 1 – 5 as in the measurements at 94 GHz. The RF irradiation
was amplified by a 125 W amplifier (model 125 W1000, Amplifier
Research). The RF pulse length was set to 50 ms, which was deter-
mined by performing Rabi-nutation experiments. All ENDOR spec-
tra at 263 GHz were recorded with stochastic acquisition and a
shot repetition time of 3 ms. The acquisition time per spectrum
was between 2 and 21 h, depending on sample and field position
(details are given in Table S1). Similar to the procedure at
94 GHz, ENDOR data were recorded in batches [35]. All spectra
shown in the main text were obtained at 50 K, spectra of 5
obtained at 10 K are shown in Figure S10. Further details on the
spectrometer setup are provided in a previous publication [34].

Data processing and 19F frequency referencing. During data
processing, the ENDOR spectra in all individual batches were
summed up first (standard averaging), and second, a phase correc-
tion was applied in order to maximize the real part of the spec-
trum. A first order polynomial baseline correction was applied
and the spectra were normalized to the largest absolute ENDOR
intensity. Finally, the spectra were referenced to the 19F resonance
frequency of CFCl3 by subtracting mref CFCl3ð Þ from the ENDOR RF
axis (Equations (6) and (7)). To determine mref CFCl3ð Þ from Equation
(7), 1H ENDOR spectra were recorded at each considered position
in the EPR line and m1H;0 was determined from the center of these
spectra, as they were symmetric around m1H;0 (i.e. no 1H CSA was
resolved). Moreover, we approximated m1H;0 � m1H TMSð Þ in Equa-
tion (7), as the CSA of 1H is typically small (<30 ppm, i.e. < 12 kHz
at 9.4 T). The available ENDOR resolution and the neglect
of 1H chemical shift introduce an estimated uncertainty of
20 – 30 ppm for the chemical shifts derived from the 263 GHz
19F ENDOR spectra.

Because of the importance of the factor N in Eq. (7), we exam-
ined the origin of its numerical value. When employing
gn(1H) = 5.58569468 and gn(19F) = 5.257736 from Stone (IAEA
Table [45,61]) and shielding values in the range of
riso TMSð Þ � 30 ppm (value from our DFT calculation, in agreement
with value reported by Makulski and Jackowski [62]) as well as
riso CFCl3ð Þ � 160� 195 ppm (160 ppm from our DFT, 195 ppm
from Jameson et al. [63]) we arrived at N � 0:94113� 0:94116,
which exceeds the recommended IUPAC N value by about 2∙10-4,
i.e. 200 ppm. A closer inspection of the literature revealed that
there seems to be a discrepancy on the reported 19F nuclear g
factors. Based on gas phase NMR measurements, lower values for
gn (19F) were obtained in studies by Baker et al. [64] and by
Jaszúnski et al. [65]. Using gn (19F) = 5.25667, which is the average
of the values proposed in refs. 64 and 65, we arrive at
N � 0:94094� 0:94097, which basically reproduces to the IUPAC
N value.

We also applied the recently presented drift model [35], but no
significant gain in the signal-to-noise ratio was obtained as com-
pared to the standard averaging, because only minor signal drifts
were observed throughout the measurements. Since statistical
analysis of the spectral uncertainty goes beyond the scope of the
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work presented here, all presented spectra result from direct aver-
aging. However, developments for obtaining the uncertainties of
19F tensor parameters from the spectral confidence intervals are
ongoing.

ENDOR spectral simulations. The simulation of the ENDOR
spectra is performed in two major steps. First, the nitroxide’s EPR
spectrum is simulated to preselect orientations that contribute to
the ENDOR spectrum (Figure S1). For this step, the electronic part
of the spin Hamiltonian including the 14N HFC coupling, denotedbHS;EPR in Eq. (1) and detailed in Eq. (2), is diagonalized as explained
in the theory section for each set of Euler angles h and u describing
the orientation of the g principal axes into the laboratory frame.
For fast computation, this Hamiltonian is treated as an effective S
= ½ coupled to a I = 1 spin system (6 	 6 matrix), neglecting the
much smaller 19F couplings which are within the EPR line width.

After diagonalization of bHS;EPR, all possible ESR transitions between
the six quantum states are considered, according to their transition
probabilities. Representative computations of these transitions and
their probabilities for individual orientations are illustrated in Fig-
ures S2 – S4 and were verified by an EasySpin [66] calculation. In
both programs, identical EPR parameters were used
(gx = 2.00913, gy = 2.00633, gz = 2.00233, Ax,1 = Ay,1 = 13 MHz,
Az,1 = 94 MHz, Px,1 = 1.3 MHz, Py,1 = 0.5 MHz, and Pz,1 = -1.8 MHz
for the g, A1, and P1 matrices, respectively). Indeed, it is shown that
at several orientations, the EPR forbidden transitions become
allowed due to the strong anisotropy of the 14N nitroxide HFC,
which exceeds the 14N Larmor frequency (�29 MHz) at
263 GHz/9.4 T.

In the next step, the molecular orientations contributing to the
ENDOR spectrum are computed according to the MW resonance
and excitation bandwidth within the EPR line, as previously
described [34]. The 19F ENDOR transitions energies are calculated
from Eqs. (3) – (6) for each pre-selected molecular orientation,
corresponding to a pair of Euler angles h and u. The elements of
the 19F HFC and CSA tensors in the laboratory frame are obtained
by performing Euler rotations. Taking the HFC tensor as an
example, the first step transforms A into the g principal axis frame
using the Euler angles aHFC; bHFC and cHFC and second, into
the laboratory frame using the rotational matrices Rh and

Ru:A
diag !

RaHFC ;bHFC ;cHFC

Ag !Rh;u Alab. Finally, Azz is extracted from Alab. An
analogous procedure is performed to calculate rzz.

Each computed ENDOR transition is weighted by a numerical
factor F that is calculated by the Mims blind spot function,
depending on Azz and the inter-pulse separation of the first two
MW-pulses s (Eq. (10)) [22]:

F ¼ 0:5 � sin2 2pAzz

2
s

� �
ð10Þ

Finally, all contributions of individual ENDOR transitions are
summed up and convolved with a line broadening function
(Lorentzian), as previously reported [29,34]. A comparison
between ENDOR simulations performed with the here described
method and EasySpin is presented in SI 1.4 (Figure S7) for
94 GHz. We note that EasySpin does not include CSA, therefore a
further comparison of simulations at 263 GHz is not feasible.

For the simulation strategy, the chemical shift principal values
of compounds 1 – 5 and CFCl3 for referencing were predicted by
DFT calculations. The DFT derived CSA parameters were kept fixed
within 3 ppm in the ENDOR simulations. The Euler angles between
CSA and g tensor were also taken from DFT and adjusted within a
few degrees (<10�). 19F HFCs were first simulated with the 94 GHz
ENDOR spectra, starting from the DFT predicted values, and then
iteratively optimized to reproduce also the 263 GHz ENDOR
spectra.
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DFT calculations. All DFT calculations were performed with
ORCA 4.2.1 [67]. For geometry optimizations the B3LYP functional
[68–71] with tight SCF convergence criteria, the def2-TZVPP basis
set [72] and Grimme’s dispersion correction with the Becke-
Johnson damping scheme (D3BJ) [73,74] were used. For NMR prop-
erty calculations gauge-independent atomic orbital (GIAO)-DFT
calculations using the PBE0 functional [75,76] and the def2-
TZVPP basis sets [72] with the auxiliary basis set def2/JK [77]
and RIJK approximation for the NMR property calculations
[78,79] were performed. For EPR property calculations, the EPR-II
basis set [80] and the B3LYP functional [68–71] were used. For
the dihedral scan (compounds 4 and 5, Figure S9 B) the respective
dihedral angle was varied in 10� steps and for each step a con-
strained geometry optimization was performed.
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